Polyelectrolytes in solutions with multivalent salt. Effects of flexibility and contour length.
It has been experimentally observed that trivalent ions are capable of promoting compaction of semi-flexible polyelectrolyte chains. In this work we perform Monte Carlo simulations on single chain model systems with varying chain size and stiffness and evaluate the action of multivalent salt on the chain conformation. It is observed that longer chains tend to achieve relatively more compact conformations than shorter ones, and the dimensions of the collapsed structures do not significantly vary with contour length. The influence of contour length and intrinsic stiffness in the process of ion condensation is studied by analysis of the ion-ion nearest-neighbor distribution. The general trend is an increase of the degree of ion condensation as the chain length increases, in accordance with experimental evidence. A decreased importance of end-effects and, especially, larger volume charge densities are responsible for such behavior. The influence of chain stiffness is nontrivial, and depends on salt concentration. The results emphasize the complex nature of ion-correlation phenomena in flexible or semi-flexible chains and call for the development of more sophisticated analytical theories.